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Introduction 

One of the little-studied problems in lightning physics is determination of conditions and 

key mechanisms of repeated lightning discharges initiation in thunderstorms [1-3]. Single-stroke 

negative downward lightning is observed in less than 30% of lightning flashes [1, 4-6]. In other 

cases, for the negative lightning "cloud-ground" there are present two or more strokes [7]. And 

physical mechanisms of the processes that ensure existence of continuous current stage and its 

transition or absence of transition to the stage of subsequent lightning strike are not yet fully 

understood and require further research [1-4, 8]. 

One of the possible processes that affect initiation and propagation of repeated lightning 

discharges may be the so-called return streamers [1, 6, 9]. Another influencing factor may be 

presence masses of large hail in various parts of the storm cloud, including inside part of the 

storm cells and space between them. Thus, possible significant role of local masses of hail with 

centimeter size for lightning activity, including lightning discharges into the ground, is noted in 

[10, 11]. The relation between presence of hail in the storm cloud and intensity of lightning 

strikes into the ground during a separate flash of lightning is noted in [6]. The studies of 

correlation between concentration of hail in the storm cloud and lightning intensity in [12] have 

shown that, perhaps, hail masses play important role in stimulating formation of repeated 

lightning strikes. 

Use of system of vertically spaced negatively charged artificial storm cells can help to 

identify possible impact of hail masses in the storm cloud on initiation and stimulation of 

repeated discharge propagation. The report presents and analyzes results of experimental studies 

of groups of model hydrometeors existing between artificial storm cells of negative polarity, at 

initiation and propagation of repeated discharges between charged clouds and the earth. 
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Research set of equipment 

The experimental studies on influence of model hydrometeor groups on initiation and 

propagation of repeated discharges from the system of artificial storm cells with negative 

polarity were carried out with research set of equipment. The basic parameters of this equipment 

are given in [13, 14]. The experimental design is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 

1 – charged aerosol generator, 2 – grounded electrostatic shields, 3 – 

upper and lower negatively charged cell, 4 – stick electrode, 5  and 5* 

– spark discharges from the upper and lower cell, , 6 – shunts, 7-9 – 

planar antennas, 10 – digital storage oscilloscopes, 11 – digital camera, 

12 – PMT system, 13 – electronic-optical camera, 14 – group of model 

hydrometeors   

Fig. 1. Experimental design 

 

 

Fig. 2. Location of artificial storm cells relative to the grounded 

electrostatic shield in the aerosol chamber and the area of space 

between two negatively charged clouds, where mass of model 

cylindrical hydrometeors was located (rectangle and symbol V 

indicates the area of "visibility" of electronic-optical chamber) 

 

Two series of experimental studies in "upper negative artificial thunderstorm cell, lower 

negative artificial storm cell –stick grounded electrode" system were performed in presence and 

in absence of group of model hydrometeors between negatively charged cells. During both series 

of experimental studies, charge of the lower negative artificial storm cell was maintained at the 

same level (generator velocity current of charged aerosol is 100 µA). Thus, charge of upper 

negative artificial storm cell via change of generator velocity current of the charged aerosol 

varied from 70 µA to 140 µA. The maximum potential of two negatively charged artificial storm 

cells system could exceed 1300-1400 kV [15]. 



The nozzle of charging device that formed the lower artificial storm cell was located at a 

height of 0.75 m above the grounded plane. The nozzle of charging device that formed the upper 

artificial storm cell was located at a height of 1.70 m above the grounded plane. A group of 

model conducting hydrometeors of cylindrical shape of centimeter size was introduced into the 

gap between negatively charged cells. Typical image of two negative artificial storm cells with 

mass of model hydrometeors between them is shown in Fig. 2. 

Under the system of negatively charged artificial storm cells, a stick electrode with 

spherical apex was installed on grounded plane. The current of first and subsequent discharge 

between the system of artificial storm cells and grounded stick electrode was recorded 

concurrent with its optical and electromagnetic radiation. Electromagnetic radiation of the main 

stage of discharges developing between system of negative artificial storm cells and the earth 

was recorded by flat broadband antennas A1-A3 concurrent with discharge current by digital 

storage oscilloscope Tektronix DPO 7254. 

General optical pattern of discharge processes in the "upper negative artificial 

thunderstorm cell - lower negative artificial storm cell –grounded stick electrode" in presence or 

in absence of masses of model hydrometeors was recorded with digital camera Panasonic DMC-

50. Programmable electronic-optical camera K011 operating in the spectral range of 400-800 nm 

recorded the formation dynamics of discharge in the considered interval (Fig. 2). Four PMT were 

used to record optical characteristics of the discharge formed between artificial storm cells of 

negative polarity (digital storage oscilloscope Tektronix 3054B). 

 

Results of experiment and analysis of obtained results 

In the series of experiments corresponding to presence and absence of model 

hydrometeor group between artificial storm cells, there were more than one hundred of 

experimental approaches in each cell. The typical pictures of main discharge channels (exposure 

time 15 s) formed between negatively charged artificial storm cells and the earth in presence and 

absence of model hydrometeor mass are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. Velocity 

current of the charged aerosol generator, which formed the upper negative artificial storm cell, 

was 140 µA. It should be noted that "connection" of the upper artificial storm cell to channel 

discharges formed between lower cell and the ground, with varying probability occurred in the 

presence and absence of model hydrometeors between negatively charged cells. 

The typical pictures of electronic-optical camera and oscillograph record of current pulses 

of the main stage with first and second discharges to the earth in presence and absence of model 

hydrometeor mass are shown in Fig. 5, 6 and Fig. 7 and 8, respectively. 

  



 

Fig. 3. Typical picture of channels of discharge main stage between 

negatively charged cells and the earth involving group of model 

hydrometeors 

 

Fig. 4. Typical picture of channels of discharge main stage between 

negatively charged cells and the earth in absence of group of model 

hydrometeors 

 

Fig. 5. Development of repeated discharge from the upper cell via 

group of model hydrometeors (frame size: 85*85, frame duration: 3.0 

µs, pause between frames: 0.1 µs) 

 

 

Fig. 6. Oscillogram record of current pulses of the first and secondary 

discharge between two artificial negatively charged storm cells and the 

earth with involving mass of model hydrometeors (shunt 0.5 Ohm) 

 



 

Fig. 7. Development of discharge between cells in absence of group of 

model hydrometeors (frame size: 85*85, frame duration: 3.0 µs, pause 

between frames: 0.1 µs) 

 

 

Fig. 8. Oscillogram record of discharge current pulses between two 

negatively charged artificial storm cells and grounded stick electrode 

in absence of mass of model hydrometeors (shunt 0.5 Ohm) 

 

The analysis and generalization of the obtained waveforms of current for the main phase 

of discharges formed with both artificial thunderstorm cells of negative polarity, has identified 

four possible options for the form of current pulses in the main discharge between artificial 

thunderstorm cell and the earth (Fig. 9): option 1 – single pulse; option 2 – double pulse without 

pause between pulses; option 3 – double pulse with a long pause between pulses when the 

current is close to zero; option 4 – double pulse with a pause between pulses when stage of 

continuous current exists. Oscillogram record of current, option 3, when pause between pulses of 

current of the first and second discharge is more than few microseconds, was observed only for 

the experimental series with presence of group of model hydrometeors between charged cells 

(17% of cases). In general, in presence of hydrometeors between artificial thunderstorm cells, 

options 3 and 4 that characterize presence of pronounced repeated discharges were observed in 

more than one third of cases. In absence of hydrometeors, option 3 of oscillogram record of the 

main stage current was observed only in 11% of cases. First option was the main option (78% of 

experimental approaches). 

 



 

Fig. 9a. Variant No. 1 of current pulse of main discharge stage from 

negatively charged cell system 

 

Fig. 9b. Variant No. 2 of current pulse of main discharge stage from 

negatively charged cell system 

 

 

Fig. 9c. Variant No. 3 of current pulse of main discharge stage from 

negatively charged cell system 

 

 

Fig. 9d. Variant No. 4 of current pulse of main discharge stage from 

negatively charged cell system 

 

Analysis of characteristics of main discharge stage current pulses for experimental series 

in presence and absence of model hydrometeor group in the gap between artificial storm cells of 

negative polarity has showed following (Table 1).  

 

 

 

 



Table 1 

Typical amplitude (average values and variation) of current pulse (A) of discharge main 

phase in "top negative artificial thunderstorm cell - lower negative artificial storm cell – stick 

grounded electrode" system for various versions of current pulse shape 

 Variant 

1 

Variant 2 Variant 3 Variant 4 

First  

impulse 

Second 

impulse 

First  

impulse 

Second 

impulse 

First  

impulse 

Second 

impulse 

With 

hydrometeors 

113±57 65±29 65±38 75±37 33±25 57±62 40±30 

Without 

hydrometeors 

93±38 37±13 56±22 - - 42±18 40±21 

 

The amplitudes of current pulse in single and double striking discharges between the 

negative charged cell system and the earth, in average, had higher values with involvement of 

hydrometeor mass between artificial storm cells in formation process of the main discharge 

stage. And in case of double current pulses of the main stage, the amplitude of current pulses 

characterizing repeated discharge in presence of model hydrometeors was 1.5-2.0 times less than 

amplitude of current pulse of the first discharge, when evident pause between pulses existed. In 

the absence of hydrometeors such relationship between current pulses in two striking discharges 

was not observed. 

For cases with formation of the first and repeated discharges between charged cell system 

and the ground involving model hydrometeors, dependences between characteristics of current 

pulse of main discharge stage have been established. The dependence between amplitude of 

current pulse and its steepness (at the level 0.3-0.9 of maximum value) has been found, 

especially for the first and repeated current pulses of double strike discharges (Fig. 10). Even 

more pronounced dependence was found between the charge that flowed into the ground during 

single, first or second current pulse, and amplitude of same current pulses (Fig. 11). 



 

Fig. 10. Dependence of current pulse amplitude on steepness for 

cases, when group of model hydrometeors was involved in formation 

of the first and repeated discharge into the earth from negatively 

charged cell system 

 

Fig. 11. Dependence of impulse charge on current pulse amplitude for 

cases, when group of model hydrometeors was involved in formation 

of the first and repeated discharge into the earth from negatively 

charged cell system 

It has been discovered significant influence of charge of the upper artificial storm cell 

(generator velocity current of charged aerosol) upon probability that mass of model 

hydrometeors located between cells can "connect" the upper cell to discharge channel formed 

between lower charged cell and the earth and initiate development of repeated discharge between 

cell system and the earth accordingly (Table 2). 

Table 2 

Proportion of approaches (о.е.) in experimental series at time of development of main 

discharge stage between negatively charged cell system and the earth depending on charge of the 

upper cell 

 

Lower cell velocity current (μA) /  Upper cell velocity current (μA) 

100 / (0-95) 100 / (100-120) 100 / (125-140) 

With   

hydrometeor 

presence 

0,0 0,38 0,69 

Without 

hydrometeor  

presence 

0,0 0,19 0,46 

Single pulse 

First pulse 

Second pulse 
Single pulse 

First pulse 

Second pulse 



It was discovered that if the value of charge of the upper artificial storm cell is less than 

charge of lower cell, the upper cell is not directly involved in main discharge stage development. 

In absence of hydrometeors, the channel discharges were formed only between lower charged 

cell and the earth, and almost did not leave upper limits of the lower cell.  In presence of model 

hydrometeors between charged cells, in 24% of cases, the channel discharges passed through 

lower cell, reached the group of hydrometeors, stopped and then did not extend to the upper cell. 

When charge of the upper artificial storm cell grew larger than charge of the lower cell, the 

upper cell began to participate directly in development of repeated discharges between charged 

clouds system and the earth. In case of hydrometeors’ "connection" of the upper charged cell and 

formation of repeated-discharge occurred in 69% of cases (in absence of hydrometeors, this 

proportion was 1.5-2.0 times less). And maximum length of discharge system between "upper 

negative artificial storm cell - lower negative artificial storm cell - grounded stick electrode" 

increased in 9-12 times in relation to linear dimensions of model hydrometeor group involved in 

development of repeated discharges. 

With increase of charge of upper artificial storm cell, the length of discharge channel 

developed between artificial storm cells of negative polarity and the earth was increased (table 

3). 

 

Table 3 

Maximum length (m) of the channel in experimental series, at time of development of 

main discharge stage between negatively charged cell system and the earth, depending on charge 

of the upper cell 

 

 

 

Lower cell velocity current (μA) /  Upper cell velocity current (μA) 

100 / (0-95) 100 / (100-120) 100 / (125-140) 

With   

hydrometeor 

presence 

1.31 1.91 2.33 

Without  

hydrometeor 

presence 

0.81 1.68 2.04 



In general, the maximum length of discharge channel in presence of mass of model 

hydrometeors between charged clouds was 1.2-1.6 times longer than in absence of hydrometeors. 

Thus, introduction of group of large model hydrometeors into the space between 

negatively charged artificial storm cells not only increases probability of discharge development, 

but also increases total length of the developing discharge system. In addition, there is also 

increase in correlation between current pulse parameters of the main discharge stage between 

negatively charged cells and the earth. 

Similar possible influence of hail masses on initiation and propagation of repeated 

discharges for natural storm clouds [12]. It was found that presence of hail masses immediately 

between vertically spaced local centers of charge led to higher probability of development of 

multi-strike lightning flashes. A similar trend was observed in results of observations [16]. It was 

found that increase in proportion of storm cells with high concentration of hail led to increase of 

intensity of lightning between  cloud – earth in 3-5 times. 

As noted in [7], amplitude of current of the first main lightning discharge is usually in 

two to three times higher than  amplitude of current of subsequent discharges (approximately in 

7% of cases, repeated discharges have higher current amplitude than the first stroke). This 

correlates with results of this work, which discovered that for two strike discharges in "upper 

negative artificial storm cell – lower negative artificial storm cell – grounded stick electrode" 

system (variant 3 and 4 of the current pulse form) amplitude of the second current pulse was 

greater than amplitude of the second pulse in 8.5% of cases.  Perhaps, influence of masses of 

large hydrometeors on development and stimulation of lightning strike propagation can occur 

through their involvement in initiation and development of returning streamers inside 

thunderstorm cloud [6]. 

 

 The study was carried out using grant provided by the Russian Scientific Foundation 

(project No. 16-19-00160). 
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